Get ahead of costly, time-consuming service workloads

A 62% increase in devices-per-bed over the past 20 years has increased costs, workloads and complexity in clinical engineering. You’re asked to do more with less — negotiate service contracts, manage software-driven equipment and retain talent. Agiliti addresses these challenges with solutions ranging from on-demand supplemental technician support to full outsource programs.

Reduce Cost and Complexity in Your Clinical Engineering Department

DRIVING MEASURABLE IMPROVEMENTS

REduce Service Costs

Optimize Equipment Availability

Alleviate Regulatory Risks

ONLINE REPORTING & ANALYTICS

Manage inventory, view service history, obtain invoices, generate reports on-demand and access analytics needed to forecast services and plan for capital acquisitions.
Flexible Options — Scalable Service

From basic technical support to diagnostic imaging specialists and experts in capital planning, get flexible and scalable service to fit your needs.

Supplemental Staffing
Expert, qualified Agiliti service technicians provide preventive maintenance and repairs on-demand. Local technicians are available on an hourly or block-of-time basis.

Equipment Type Contracts
Many customers rely on us to provide regular preventive maintenance and repairs for specific equipment types. In addition to cutting costs, this approach adds predictability and eases the burden on your in-house team.

General Biomed Program
Agiliti technicians can provide regular onsite support for specific assignments or for all your general biomed equipment. Reduce the burden on your clinical engineering team so they can focus on higher-value equipment.

Full Outsource Engagement
A full outsource program allows you to reduce overall service costs. Our trained experts can source parts, manage all equipment and repairs, ensure compliance, provide vendor and contract management and capture relevant data for supply chain analytics.

One Element of a Broader Solution
Agiliti is fast becoming a preferred source for technical support because of the quality of our technicians and the flexibility of our offerings. But clinical engineering alone doesn’t address equipment utilization, vendor standardization or controlling rental and capital costs. Agiliti offers an approach called Equipment Value Management (EVM) that fixes processes within your hospital to multiply cost savings and deliver valuable clinical improvements.

Learn more at agilitihealth.com/evm

Visit agilitihealth.com/ce or contact your Agiliti representative to uncover which service offering is right for you.

About Agiliti
Agiliti helps hospitals reclaim millions of dollars in wasted medical equipment. The company places equipment management experts and clinical engineers in more than 7,000 hospitals to ensure that the right equipment is in the right place at the right time. Onsite services free nurses and other clinicians to spend more time caring for patients and less time searching for the equipment they need. Agiliti also provides responsive rental services for a full range of equipment, including respiratory systems, infusion therapy devices, specialty beds and surgical lasers. A nationwide network allows the company to serve all health systems and hospitals across the U.S. For more information, visit agilitihealth.com.